Pursuant to the open meetings handbook, section regarding minutes, the OMA does not prohibit
a public body from preparing a more detailed set of minutes of its public meetings by a public
body if it chooses to so do.
Public comments synopsis Jan. 5, 2022.

1. Kathy Craig, via email: At the last PC meeting, the PC did it's assigned job and came up
with an ordinance that listened to the majority of the citizens. For the township board to
now want to replace three of the PC members is openly against the wishes of the
majority of the people. There is a section of the MTA specifically addressing the code of
ethics for township officials. It is your duty as township officials to represent the people.
Public office is a call to service and requires a high degree of integrity. Please
demonstrate such integrity and reverse course on this attempt to remove the planning
commission members who have worked so hard to protect the health, safety and welfare
of its residents. It is never too late to do the right thing.
2. Laura Engel: Spoke about when she and her husband first supported wind in this area,
she did not know they would be getting into the 2021 version of a range war. She said
that outside mercenary groups and local citizens fired many rounds of written and vocal
ammunition. She said that this was meant to inflict mental anguish and damage
reputations of any board or pc member who wanted a sensible wind ordinance. She said
they also made misleading and nefarious claims about health, safety and welfare.
Turbines were blamed for every ill affecting mankind except possibly leprosy and
hemorrhoids. Sadly, some PC members succumbed to the lethal bombardment of
misinformation and lost their focus. She said the PC members forgot that they were
charged with regulating business not shutting them out. She said they thought that any
turbine presented to them should be relegated to boot hill. She said they (PC) ignored
advice from the governing board and ran amok. She thinks the PC had become
ineffective and changes had to be made. She quoted an old adage “When the horse
dies, dismount”. She said that those who favor a farsighted wind goal in the county hope
the new PC will be objective. Opposition to the changes is likely, and in that event, she
and her husband stand ready to offer support and assistance. She said a truce in the
Douglass township range war is long overdue.
3. Julie Wiepert: Thanked the PC members for their work, said an excellent job had been
do by all. She said the ones who had been removed did nothing wrong-they were
listening to the people’s feedback and implementing it to provide a safe and effective
ordinance for the community. Reported that people have passed referendum before on
ordinances that were not up to par, and will continue to. She told the board that if an
ordinance is written that does not protect people there will be a referendum. Explained a
court case in US district court, western district of Michigan, Jonacheck vs. Bay township,
where a 30 ft limit on wind turbine height was upheld. In that case the Jonacheck argued
that 30 ft turbine was not reasonably effective or profitable, therefore the 30 ft limitation
operates to functionally exclude all wind turbines because wind resources cannot
effectively be used at that height.Their expert acknowledged that tall turbines are
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typically more productive than short turbines, yet short wind turbines may still be
useful.The township recognizes that an installation of a 30 ft turbine may be permitted
and it cannot be said that all wind turbines are functionally excluded. So there are court
cases to look at. There is a need to be careful of some things, but this is not a new
issue.There are absolutely historical evidences where we can do what we feel is
necessary to protect our constituents.
Don Smucker: Said he is amazed by the contention in townships, fierce disputes among
neighbors, and officials being accused of corruption and unethical behavior. He said
officials who have signed exploratory easements are being treated like they have
committed a crime. He also said Apex reps are being treated like pariahs. He said that it
is following a pattern of outside experts from other municipalities paying us a visit. Said
the anti wind message has been promoted by chaotic zoom meetings, and
misinformation, being called research, is being spread-FB group has done its part in
disseminating unsubstantiated distorted fact designed to stir up hate and suspicion. Said
real issue is exclusion of turbines in our county with restrictive setbacks, height and
noise limits. Said the onerous and expensive provisions would make it impossible to site
turbines anywhere in the township. The tactic of filling the room with unruly supporters,
many who do not reside in the township are promoting the controversy and chaos. This
is not democracy in action and no where close to the good faith deliberation PC are
charged with doing. PC members who are taking their cues form the audience are not
fulfilling their responsibilities of taking into consideration all of the interested parties.
Cindy Shick: Said she was embarrassed by Don Smucker. He brought her to the PC
and sent her to training to create the master plan, where they learned how to take into
consideration what the people want. She reminded Don Smucker that he had been
proud of her, and that wind and solar can be brought to the township in other ways than
600-1000 ft tall turbines. It can be much smaller. Shared her personal offense and
embarrassment that he implied her hundreds of hours of research wasn’t “real”.
Addressed township board. Terry Anderson had told her that he wanted her opinion and
reminded him that he had not read the Apex binder. He handed it off to her and gave her
the task of looking at the wind info to see what was true and not true. When she told him
that a third of the way through she had found most of it untrue or at least could be
proven questionable, he said it was not necessary for her to continue. Then he asked
her to meet with people who did not want the turbines. She had already told Terry that
she wanted 100 ft limit. After meeting with people, she came back with the citizen’s
ordinance, knowing it needed work. She pointed out that the board has paid money to
the attorney to be told it needed work, when the PC had already said it needed
work.They brought the ordinance in to work on, but it wasn’t going the board’s way.
Steven Poulson: Commended the board on its actions tonight, and said it has taken too
long on the ordinance and its time to get things done. Wants it to be fair, and not
restrictive. Thinks the board did a good job tonight and wants the ordinance to protect
property and land rights.
Harvey Shick: He is hurt and saddened for the board because he used to respect them.
Told them they had obviously lost their moral compass and ethics. For years to come this

is what they will be known for. Not for their achievements, but for the greed they have
fallen for.
8. Richelle Lentz: Told the board that tonight they had replaced members of the PC who
had been on for a long time. Said other townships are discussing how we do not throw
people out because you don’t agree with them right now. PC and boards should have a
difference of opinion so they can widely represent constituents. That is not what the
board is doing now. She said that there have been comments that people are rude to the
board and PC. It’s important to note that the US Supreme Court did look at this issue, in
New York Times vs. Sullivan, and found that “America’s profound national commitment
to public debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust and wide open”. She told
the board they shut down first amendment rights for the township today and they should
be ashamed of themselves.
9. Sheila Crooks: Pointed out that attorney Ron Redick gave opposite advice to our board
from what he gave to his own township. He made a motion in his township to pass a 150
ft height limit ordinance. At the Oct meeting,we were told Terry hadn’t hired Spicer group
and was not going to hire it. Sheila can confirm, as its on video, that Terry Anderson
hired Spicer group in late August. At the Dec. meeting, Ron Reddick said that Terry
Anderson had authorized hiring the Spicer group. She reported that Terry accused her of
calling him a liar 5 times at the last meeting, which she did not. She reported that she
does have proof he told us something that was not true regarding the Spicer group.
Redick is threatening people that they cannot referendum-and that the new draft will be
so much better, but how can he say that when there is not even a new draft? This board
can protect the people anytime they want to and if they don’t, it on their hands. Some of
the board members have told Sheila that they did not want turbines, yet every single one
tonight voted for a complete pro wind planning commission. She then showed the FOIA’d
invoices from Mika Meyers law firm-all lines redacted, asking is this what you call open
government?
10. Todd Wells: Said Terry told him 19 years ago when he started on the PC that Terry
wanted a diverse PC. Women, young people-Todd was 26 at the time. Then Cindy came
on. He lives at the lake, and reports 60% of the taxes come from the lake residents and
he is the only one on the board from the lakes. Called for more lake representation. He is
confused on the situation of removing the PC members and pointed out that 150 ft is in
Ron’s township so why can’t we have that here?
11. Nancy Johnson: Passed out research from check and balance group and an article by
Ashley Davenport. She said that none were affiliated with Apex. Living in the country she
thinks she should have the right to do what she wants. She hears traffic and boat noise
and doesn’t say anything because she loves where she lives. She is frustrated that a
group of people can dictate what she does on her property. She thanked the board.
12. Christi Williams: She states she is not against windmills or farmers doing what they want
on their property. She is against it being too close to her property line because of her
health condition. She does not want 600 ft. Her health condition is her concern. She will
be affected by the turbines, infrasound, and blinking lights. It is a proven fact that
infrasound causes vertigo, inner ear and it could affect people with heart issues. It is

going on at University of Minnesota. Does not want to hear them at all, does not want to
move or make her husband move because of it.
13. Rick Baldwin: Finds this whole thing disgusting. He wants to know when the board met
on it because a letter is signed by the board Dec. 1. So they must have gotten together
somehow. Also, three families hold most seats on board and PC. At the last meeting,
Tim (Snyder) tried to tell someone they wanted to do term limits on PC. He finds that
disgusting also. Terrible. While discussing the 150 ft height limit at the last meeting, Ron
Redick sat at the end of the table and said it did not matter what they put in it, the board
will decide that. He (Rick Baldwin), said that with Paul Olson being on the PC, he (Paul
Olson) will be in violation of the bylaws the second he walks in. Rick said he found the
old bylaws that they apparently never had. Kinda weird. He is tired of the whole thing.
14. Becky Sowles: Wants to clarify that she has never said she is pro wind, no one has
asked her. She has never worn a blue shirt- she has no blue shirt. She is not pro or anti
wind, she wants compromise for the community. It is about the community and personal
opinions do not matter. She asks that people not accuse the board of stacking the deck
with pro wind because that is not what this is about.
15. Paul Ankerad (sp?): From Maple Valley and President of local food pantry. He said that
revenues from wind will decrease taxes. He has a daughter with epilepsy and says that it
is not an issue. Reports that the head of neuroscience at Butterworth hospital said its
fine. Blinking lights are not going to turn on unless an airplane comes within 500 feet of
them. The 150 ft is not good enough to do the scale they need. At that height, they will
need to do 210 turbines instead of 70. Has property in Pierson and the ordinance is so
bad that there is no place on his 74 acres that can have a turbine. He wants the board to
reconsider all these things.
16. Richard Ennis: Asked for a show of hands on who is from Douglass Township. He said
that he does not go to other townships to raise hell at meetings. He is not that type of
person.
17. Linda Reynolds: Terry said a while ago that he did not want to become like other
townships with the fighting. She reported that, sadly, we made number one for that for
the year in a Daily News article. She attributes that to Terry. She had wanted to think
better of him. Linda reiterated what Sheila Crooks said about the Spicer group hiring
dates. She has gone through minutes and video and saw that Terry’s daughter, Amy,
and Rhonda, took quite a beating defending Terry that he had not hired the Spicer group.
They defended him for two months.Terry sat back and let them take it with his arms
crossed, but come to find out, that Terry had actually hired the Spicer group months
before that. It is an embarrassment. She told Terry he has divided this community and he
should resign if he is that unhappy with it.
18. Mayor of village of McBride: If she was being treated the way these people are being
treated, she would not be there anymore. She has left her meetings in tears. She thinks
we should love another and compromise.The board is not a bad board, her board is not
a bad board, and all the people are wonderful. She does not understand and feels bad.
She feels we should be working together. No one is going to agree on two things and
when people own property it’s their business. She doesn’t own any so does not have to
worry about it. She really feels bad and everyone is important to her but feels bad that

we are pointing fingers at each other. It really bothers her. She brought up Robert’s
Rules-told the audience that when the board is talking, no one else is supposed to talk.
No is supposed to blurt out or talk out of line.
19. Tammy Sweeris: Told the audience that they (the board) are filling term limits positions,
and that many people know her from Central Montcalm 1981. She will sign the oath of
the constitution of the United States and the State of Michigan and the rights of every
member of Douglass township. She will look at things from a technical perspective and
she can tell that the Citizen’s Ordinance is technically wrong. She can tell that if a wind
turbine is reduced, those decibels that everyone is worried about only brings it closer to
the occupants. She states that she will look at things honestly, fairly and ethically. There
are people in the room that can attest to her integrity and she is appalled that people are
making assumptions when they do not even know her.
20. Christa Baldwin: Brought up the Spicer group and told Terry that Sheila Crooks did not
call him a liar and that that was a lie. It is on tape that she didn’t, so Terry is lying about
that. She has watched the tape. She told Terry he got defensive. She brought up that
several people asked who was paying for the Spicer group at two separate meetings,
and Terry had responded that he did not know, and Ronda said she had not paid them.
Then Ron Redick threw them under the bus and told everyone they had hired Spicer.
She asked who is lying? Is Ron Redick lying? Are they lying, or are they inadequate at
their jobs? It is despicable and they should resign. People have been asking about
township liability insurance and get the same answer of “we don’t know”. Not a single
person on the board could answer if we had liability insurance. She asked how many
people here would not be able to answer if they had insurance or how much they paid?
Are they lying? Or are they inadequate at their jobs? She said she was not calling them
liars, but if they are not, then they are inadequate at their jobs and should resign. Now
they want to replace two of the best PC members we have had, because they
embarrassed Terry with knowing their stuff and their research.They (PC members Kevin
and Cindy) are intelligent and listening to the citizens. She told the board they (the
board) were not, even though they said they would listen to the citizens. She also said
that Terry Anderson wants turbines on his property, as he told her last January that he
wanted to put them on Hillis road. He also told her that it would not look good if the
supervisor signed up. He then laughed about it. She also reported that a couple months
ago, Terry was shaking his fingers at people saying he hadn't signed up. YET. The
insults he has used against Sheila and Cindy are uncalled for. He has said that Cindy
needs to be in Pine Rest, has called someone a B****, di***, among other names. This is
no way for an official to talk. She called for his resignation. Several of his buddies around
the county are getting a kick out of Terry’s bullying and sideshow, and having police at
meetings. They have said let Terry look like a fool, we will look like the heroes when all
this is done.They are right. If these come in and real estate plummets and people move
away, for generations to come, they will not blame Apex, but the selfish officials who
care only about their pocketbook. What a legacy they (the board) are going to leave.
21. Melissa Bannen: Said she has property in Douglass township, and Pine township. She
goes to as many meetings as possible because they are tall towers and you can see
them from everywhere. She reported that there are 285 parcels signed up, 285 little

pieces of property. Some can build a turbine, some cannot. That means 90% don’t want
them. They (the 90%) want safety, and don’t want to look out and see a turbine. They
(the 90%) want to build on their property, don’t want them to infringe on their property,
don’t want the noise, the sound, the height, the health issues. She said that suddenly,
they (the board) work for the 10 %. Because 285 will soon be 286 correct? Asked the
board if they worked for Ron Redick or do for the people? Melissa told the board they
stacked the deck. They took everybody off, great, wonderful people who have done their
job, for years, so that Terry Anderson can get his own way. She told Terry that he is
shameful and an embarrassment. She knows he doesn’t believe the big companies,
since he told her that himself. But all of a sudden he is kissing a person from out of town
who is coming in and destroying the community. There will be no schools because
everyone will move out. There will be no farm to visit because no one wants to come see
it. Understand that in ten years, if they (the board) could look in a magic ball, what this
damage will be. All the board sees is the green-money in their pocket. They (the board)
don’t see what they are leaving the babies-they (babies) won’t have any land because of
people ruining it by putting these monstrous things up. Shame on you. She hopes they
can go home and look in a mirror and be proud of what they have done to this
community.
22. Name??: She has not attended very many meetings, and appreciates the work farmers
do. She lives on a lake, and all summer long hears planes and crop dusters, spraying
poisonous chemicals that blow into her windows. She doesn’t say anything because she
does not have a choice. But they have a choice-to put what they want on their property
but she doesn’t. Just like when they crop dust, there is not a choice. It is harmful
because the Greenville area has the highest level of testicular cancer from the pesticide
put on potato crops. She has a medical condition , a nerve condition , where blinking
lights and flickering will send her… She has lived with extreme nerve pain for 40 years
and flickering lights will force her to leave her property that she loves. Supposedly they
are going to put three right across from where she lives. It’s not funny! It’s not funny! (to
audience member who laughed). When they are that tall, and the sun is on the south
side…She told Terry that the community has been very supportive of his business, and
this is what he does in return. The majority of the people are not supporting this. They
(the majority) do not want these turbines. They do not want the community ruined. The
last two years have been hard with the pandemic and everything else. Look what has
happened, everyone has turned against each other. The corruption at the state and
national level, and now corruption at the local level-when is it going to end? She asked
where is the integrity and honesty? What has happened to everybody? People are
calling each other names, why can’t they just do what’s right? Why can’t they (the board)
represent the people that elected them to this position? The majority of the people do
not want these.
23. Kevin Rush: Was on PC-said we live in a unique area with forests, streams, lakes,
beautiful farmland, even orchards. He can go to Tittabawasee, in one area, and look
around and see 100 wind turbines. Would any of them like a flashing red light in
bedrooms all night long? Once they come in they destroy the unique beauty here. The
flicker, the health, the destruction of the environment. No one mentions the aesthetics.

That’s the unique area we live in. Once they come in people will never get that back of
the unique area. It’s gone forever. He is ashamed of Redick about the 150 ft and
advising us differently. He is ashamed of a lot of people in the community who want to
line their pockets. A handful of people will destroy the unique area we live in. The
biggest percentage of the people don't want it. The majority of the people don't want this,
and things are being done purposely, the people can all see it, just so some people get
their way. We will never get this area back. It will never be the same. It is sickening.
Those people over there (pointing east) don’t like them. Their property values have gone
down, its just horrible. Everything about this is just horrible. Big corporations come in,
always about how its going to benefit everybody, and bring in big money. If we did that
with all the oceans and all the mountains… Do we always have to destroy everything just
to line a few pockets? Its absolutely ridiculous.
24. Kelly Jeppesen: Her point is that she heard a lot of talk about safety, health and welfare.
There is a gentlemen who is trying to make something so his daughter can be taken care
of when he passes away, and people make fun of him. There are people that try to stare
others down and call others names, she said she is guilty of it. These that are the silent
majority who showed up tonight and she wants to thank each and every one of them.
The reason she hasn’t been at very many meetings is she is working. She said she has
not been able to attend any meetings in two and a half months because of employee
issues and has been doing things on the farm. People say go get a second job. She
works 60 hours per week. What other second job is she going to get? People say don’t
talk to the crowd, talk to the board. Those are the ones performing for the crowd. The
ones that seem to be talking the loudest. Everyone seems to be picking on Mr. Rhetoric,
but where he lives is not where we live. There is a whole different thing there than what
is here. They did all the research there and they will do all the research here on the
birds, the bats, on the eagles and all that. Environmental stuff that people are
complaining about and mention. Thing is, people just don't want it here. They are not
even denying it. They are making it so hard to be here. They just don’t want it here. But
the people who want it here can be just as loud and rowdy but they are trying to take the
high road.
25. Eric Tester: Does not like these meetings. Wishes Apex had never walked in the door.
He has seen what this has done.Talk about removing people-Laura, (Engel) was his post
master for years. How did she even know they were removing people? He has been to
all the meetings and never heard a word about it. All of a sudden in the middle of the
night, this guys gone, that guy’s gone. They (the board) are taking away some of the
best people in this community. There has to a better way. They can’t throw people away
because they are not looking at it their (the board’s) way. He did not know that at the last
election they had been talking to Apex for four years. He voted for everyone on the
board (except Pat).He had a lot of confidence but right now he has no confidence and it
scares him. He has put his name in to be on the boards before. He has family who have
built turbines in Michigan, but he does not get a call. He asks is this building better
community? It doesn’t look like it. He grew up on a farm. He does not have a lot but does
not want to lose it. He does not want to see turbines. He is for people making money off
their land but he is looking at the richest people among us that this is going to benefit.

They (the board) are not doing this for the little guy. This is not going to benefit the poor.
This is going to destroy that little guy. When they can’t sell their house, or they have
migraine headaches. How are they (the board) going to compensate losses? Last year
they (the board) said maybe in the bill? In the last year no one has even said anything
about losses, like its going to disappear. This is destroying our community and he wishes
they (the board) could see it.
26. Jeannie Poulson: Is sorry the board is getting picked on. Its horrible, but said people are
forgetting that we all need “ELECTRICITY”. Its going away! And the president doesn’t
want it either, right?
27. Brandy Bunting: She reported that she had spoken to Terry Anderson on the phone last
winter about her concerns. His words to her were not to worry, that they would do what
the majority of the people want. She said that Kathy Craig had done some investigating
and presented it at the last PC meeting. The public comments in Douglass over the last
year were overwhelmingly against large scale wind energy systems in the township. Of
the 292 total documented comments regarding wind turbines, 216 or 74% were against
them. 53 or 18% were for them, but out of those, 13 of 25% were from Apex employees
themselves. Taking Apex comments out of the equation, only 40 comments, or 14%
were for the turbines. 74% against. These numbers do not count the last PC meeting
where, she believes, not a single person in the large audience was in favor of the
turbines. “Do not worry-we will do what the majority of the people want”-do you
remember that conversation? Terry, protection from these turbines and in most cases no
turbines at all is clearly what the people want. But since the minute he gave her his word
and the majority of the township has spoken against them, he is doing everything in his
power to battle them (the citizens). In fact, replacing wonderful PC members is exactly
not doing what he told her he would. The board has final approval on an ordinance so
while he admits he is replacing the PC members to get the ordinance he wants, not sure
if he mentioned that, it wasn’t necessary to get the ordinance he wants, and he knows
that. This was underhanded and dirty. Not only have these PC members listened to the
citizens, but they also did exactly what he (Terry) asked them to do. He asked them to
bring him an ordinance.So if he was listening to the citizens as he gave her his word he
would, he would be working with them (citizens) to come up with protective terms, which
Ron clearly approves of with his 150 feet. Not scheming and undermining some of the
best people in the township serving on the PC board. She thanked Cindy and Kevin, for
everything they have done for the township. Their legacy will remain high as they were
doing what they were supposed to do, as all the board members are supposed to do,
looking out for the health, safety and welfare of the township. That is the goal. Finally, for
a couple other members of the board up there who have not been as outwardly hostile,
please do what is right for the oath of health, safety and welfare. Silence is consent and
she believes history will not view the board who forever ruined the township in a
favorable light.
28. Pam Hemmes: She supports much of what has been said here tonight. This is a county
and that is why many people come to other meetings because other townships are going
to be affected. First of all, it blows her away that Mr. Reddick can say “150 feet” She
knows it has been said over and over again, but that he can actually bring those words

out of his mouth, when he helped to pass the 150 foot height limit in his own township
because of migratory birds. We have many many pathways of migratory birds in
Michigan. Through our township we have so many lakes, streams, creeks. They
(migratory birds) love it here. She went on a walk and practically the whole lake, all back
Turk lake was covered with migratory geese. It is shocking. There are so many. She
thinks what Mr. Anderson and the board did here tonight with the PC members was
absolutely unAMerican. UNAMERICAN. In terms of Mr. Smucker brought up property
rights, she agrees with the gal who lives over on Clifford lake. She respects the farmers.
She visited many farms growing up. Her dad was an area veterinarian and a farmer in
his youth. Her family was all farmers. She is not against wind turbines in general, but the
reason they are not wanted here is that they don’t fit in a rural residential area with safe
placement. We might be able to have 2 or 3 or 4 in our county placed safely. Apex’s idea
of what is safe is ridiculous and why the board believes them is beyond her. There is just
as much research about the infrasound and the other vibrational things, and the flicker.
That research is out there too and that research is also on pubmed. She is stunned that
they would do this tonight. She said one more time, UnAmerican.
29. Joe Hansen: Told Mr. Anderson that he is the elected supervisor. He (Terry) started
listening to Apex and drinking their kool aid, and all of a sudden he (Terry) is a dic-tator.
Why that is, he does not know. Terry is not supposed to be a dictator, he is supposed to
be a supervisor representing the people here. It’s obvious the people do not want
turbines. But yet, he (Terry) in his dic-tatorship, decided to change things for his (Terry’s)
way. Well, his (Terry’s) way is not going to work, sir. It’s the majority of the people. The
majority of the people put him there.Terry works for the majority. He doesn’t work for the
traveling salesmen, Apex, or these people (referring to a group of audience members
wearing blue shirts who support wind turbines). He works for the majority. Joe asked why
he (Terry) would choose these traveling salesmen over his community, his neighbors,
generation after generation of neighbors, even his own family members- they are all
opposed to this-for what? His personal gain? Because he wants to be a dic-tator? Is that
what it is sir? Come on, he (Terry) says he doesn’t lie? There are many lies. Sidney
township isn’t getting sued. He (Terry) said they were. Said Terry is being called out in
the worst way and that he (Terry) is a dic-tator.
30. Holly Huff: Has a million thoughts-property rights? She reports that, right now, in this
minute, lives across the street from an apple orchard, that gets sprayed by a whole lotta
chemicals. She has a list. The fungicides and pesticides sprayed on apples should not
be sprayed near lakes. People who go on the property should not be there for 24 hours.
She has the information on that. Was concerned for her animals. Back to property
rights-she bought a 17 acre piece of sh** with garbage all over it. The land was awful.
Fixed it up, busted her butt, took tons of trash out of there that the township allowed to
come because there were no rules. She has a 511 foot house sitting in her driveway
right now. She has all the permits, but is not allowed to have that. She is not allowed to
live in that house because its 511 feet. She and her husband live in a 980 foot mobile
home right now that is falling apart and they don’t use half of it. Half of it is not used at all
and is wasted space. She has to add 229 feet to the 511 foot house to live in it, taking
green space from her yard. She is not allowed to live with her husband in a 511 ft house.

Why? That is her property. She asked why is it that she should not be allowed to do
that? It is a nice house. It is passing inspection, it is Amish built. It is a nice house but
she is not allowed to because the rule says. There are rules all over the township. 113
pages of them. Her 511 ft house is not disturbing anybody. But 600 ft turbines-she will
negotiate. 300 ft., half their side half her side, good to go. But this is ridiculous. The
township does tell her what to do. They told her where she could put her shed. Cement
pad. Then she had to pay the township 10 dollars because the building department at
that time didn’t know what they were doing.Then she had to turn around and pay 250
dollars to see if they would let her have the shed. Then Mr. Anderson, and this blew her
mind, said he goes past her house every day- he should have stopped. She said that
would have been nice. So is she afraid? She said that some say they are afraid to speak
up. She is terrified because Terry Anderson is her neighbor. His frost turbines irritate
her. He doesn’t run them much but when he does, she hears them.They are 50 or 60
feet tall but she hears them when they are running. Her neighbor hears them when they
are running. They thought there was a helicopter…

